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Master in Design and 
Innovative Violinmaking
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MASTER IN TRADITIONAL 
CREMONESE VIOLINMAKING

MASTER IN DESIGN AND 
INNOVATIVE VIOLINMAKING

MASTER IN VIOLIN BUSINESS 
FOUNDATIONS AND PLACEMENT

MASTER IN COMPARATIVE 
STUDIES IN VIOLINMAKING
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e1 Year Master Course

        Workshop Violin-making

Conceptual-Subjects
        Violin and Bow making professional Maintenance
        Traditional Styles of Italian Violinmakers
        Fundamentals of Acoustics
        Computer-Aided Design (Cad) For Design And Violinmaking
        Fine Violins Market and Management of Related Companies
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Credit comparison for master classes
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Master Course 
Design and Innovative Violinmaking (DIV)
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TCV= Traditonal cremonese violinmaker
CSV= Comparative studies in violinmaker
BFP= Violin business foundations and placement
DIV= Design and innovative violinmaker

Orientation of all master courses

ACU104 

Physics laboratory applied to violinmaking 

DIS103 

3D drawing techniques for Violinmaker 

DIS104 

Technical study CAD in old instruments 

STI102 

Cremonese style 

STI103 

Bolognese style 
STI104 

Veneziano style 

STI105 

Genovese style 

STI106 

Milanese style 

STI107 

Napoletano style 

MAN106 

Professional acustic setting 

MAN108 

Distinction between the strings in relation to the 
acoustics 
BUS102 

Certificate of authenticity and label design

Credits

10

Conceptual course

6

4

2

2

2

2

2

2

LAB104 

Fingerboard
LAB105 

Saddles and nuts
LAB111 

Effe holes 
LAB114 

Purfilings
LAB118 

Soundpost 
LAB119 

Alcohol-based varnishes
LAB121 

Oil-based varnishes

Workshop course

4

1

9

9

8

8

Credits Credits

Tradition

BusinessArt

Innovation

DIV

BFP

CSV

TCV

10

9

4

1
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eCreatives of different nationalities and with different backgrounds in various disciplines - violin making, 
music, architecture, engineering, visual arts and design are part of the history of the Masters in Design 
and Innovative Violinmaking.
A high-performance training program with training professionals capable of transforming the world 
of violin making through the key elements of innovation: product innovation, process innovation and 
the research for sustainability.

Through new learning methods, which include projects in collaboration with universities and 
international companies or trips such as learning experience and personal growth, students develop 
unique skills and competences together with experts of recognized experience.

An exclusive program of the Academia Cremonensis that acts as a meeting point between talents and 
professionals, significantly boosting the professional career of students. An opportunity to become 
an attractive profile for companies, open new opportunities in their working life and expand their 
network of contacts.

Who is it for?
Design thinking is at the heart of some of the most influential and most successful craftsmen in history, 
including Andrea Amati and Antonio Stradivari. The main lutheries are researching design innovation 
and implementing construction procedures based on continuous improvement at all levels. In this 
century a luthier has access to a great deal of research, so it is crucial that the candidate for this Master 
is curious and at the same time technically able to search for a new path for the future of violin making.
Admission requirements

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

Mandatory documents
 
-Official undergraduate degree/diploma in violinmaking, engineering or architecture, technical 
engineering and technical architecture or, for foreign qualifications, the equivalent qualification 
awarded by an accredited higher education institution). Qualifications can be in the following 
academic areas: Violinmaking, Design, Music, Engineering, History of Art, Languages and Literature, 
History, Education Sciences, Fine Arts and Architecture.
-Academic transcript of the accredited official training with the average grade at the university of origin.
-Curriculum Vitae in English or Italian.
-A study proposal in English or Italian (600 to 800 words).
-Language skills declaration 
-Identity Card or Passport.

OPTIONAL DOCUMENTS

-A letter of recommendation.
-Professional experience in any of the fields related to the master’s programme.
-Research experience.
-Teaching experience.
-Additional academic training in areas related to the master’s programme.
-Additional professional experience.

In addition, the Departments’ selection committee may decide to interview the candidate.  
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CAREER PROSPECTS

Objectives
-Enhance all the phases of the violinmaking process by:
                           - The application of traditional and modern techniques
                           - Players-centered design solutions
                           - Creation of a personal method.
-Know the current situation of contemporary violinmaking, participating in the course through some 
of the most relevant masters of Cremona.
-Experience the knowledge acquired through the realization of professional instruments and 
participate to competitions.  
-Provide solid knowledge about the latest technologies in the industry and the different materials that 
the market offers, in order to develop the product in the most simple and effective way.
-Learn about the technological properties of the wood and the production costs of an instrument to 
take the best decisions in the course of its development.
-  Study and evaluate the concrete decisions that are made on a product development project through 
the exposure and discussion of real projects made by the Greatest Masters.
- Learn how to use CAD (Computer Aided Design) that allows you to represent, visualize and simulate 
the proportions and harmony of a tool to ensure the feasibility and correct functioning of the final 
product.

COMPETENCES
Transversal competences:
-Ability to work with multidisciplinary teams to manage different aspects of design in violinmaking.
-Ability to identify the key elements that modern instruments should develop.
 
Specific competences:
-Ability to create an instrument with a personal style, from the conceptual phase to the technical 
development.
-Ability to evaluate the functional, aesthetic, cultural, economic and communicative implications of 
one’s style to be developed.
-Ability to apply the creative techniques of reference, as well as the most effective management and 
expression resources.
- Ability to apply the knowledge acquired from the selection of materials, from the transformation and 
simulation processes, to the project of redesign or optimization of a product.
-Ability to use the instruments built at school as a validation tool for personal projects.
-Ability to apply CAD / CAM tools, to generate any geometry, quality images of all the elements of one’s 
personal instrument.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
In a highly competitive global economy, violinmakers can no longer afford to remain firm and tied solely 
to tradition. Instead, they must always look forward and develop long-term sustainable solutions. This 
approach ensures the growth of a laboratory, also contributing to the wider development of the sector 
and consequently to the performance of the players. 
A Master in Design and Innovative Violinmaking can help prepare you to be a:
•	 Independent	Luthier.
•	 Designer	and	innovator	of	musical	instruments	and	accessories.
•	 violin	making	teacher	at	professional	violin	making	institutes	in	the	world.


